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ABSTRACT

The DIAMOND beamline I13L is dedicated to multi-scale and multi-modal imaging in real and reciprocal space. The beamline consists of two independently operating experimental stations, located at a distance of more than 200 m from the source. The Imaging Branch performs micro-tomography with in-line phase contrast in the 6-30 keV energy range. In addition, a grating interferometry setup and a full-field microscope for nano-tomography are currently implemented. Other techniques providing high-resolution three-dimensional information, in particular coherent X-ray diffraction, are hosted on the Coherence Branch. All imaging methods are tested to operate with large energy bandwidths and therefore shorter exposure times. To this end, two options are currently used: the so-called ‘pink-beam’ mode using a reflecting mirror and X-ray filters and monochromatic mode using a multilayer monochromator. The operation mode enables science for in-situ and operando studies across a wide range of scientific areas.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Imaging with hard X-rays in the energy range between 6-30 keV, is routinely carried out on millimeter sized objects with micrometer resolution at the I13L beamline. The high photon flux available at synchrotron radiation sources allow for in-situ and operando studies to be carried out with dedicated sample environments. Imaging at higher spatial resolution is achieved with a variety of microscopy methods, working either in direct or reciprocal space.

While micro-tomography is well established on the I13L beamline, high-resolution experiments have seen more recent developments and are currently being explored extensively for scientific applications. Grating interferometry provides phase and small angle information with micrometer resolution, the full-field microscope provides sub-100 nm resolution over a field of view up to 100 µm and ultimate resolution and sensitivities are achieved with ptychography and Bragg CDI.

Short recording times are essential for the usability of these imaging methods, especially for operando measurements. By increasing the energy bandwidth of the radiation from ‘monochromatic’ (in this case with a Si(111) crystal
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monochromator) with \( \Delta E/E = 10^{-4} \) to the energy bandwidth of an undulator harmonic typically increases the flux by about two orders of magnitude. The robustness of each imaging technique in regards to the increased energy bandwidth has been tested experimentally. For all methods we are aiming at achieving tomography scanning times in minutes or seconds.

The beamline addresses a large user community for multi-scale and multi-modal science. User friendliness and ease for data analyses are implemented by the SAVU software pipeline [1] and in particular for ptychography by the PtyREX software [2]. Users may visit after experiments to conduct data analyses (visualisations, segmentations, measurements, etc.) at the I13 Data Beamline [3].

2. THE BEAMLINE

The I13L beamline is located in one of Diamond’s long straight sections of the 3 GeV storage ring. The so-called ‘mini-beta’ layout permits the independent operation of the two branchlines with small gaps of the undulator sources. Each branchline is equipped with a series of slits, X-ray filters, horizontal deflecting mirrors and Si (111) monochromators. The Diamond-Manchester Imaging Branchline also operates with a multilayer monochromator, with different sets of multilayer stripes. On the Coherence Branchline the lateral coherence length can be adapted with front-end slits and a CRL focusing optic located in the first optics hutch. More details can be found elsewhere [4, 5].

2.1. Pink beam imaging

The beamline is designed for experiments requiring large lateral coherence lengths. Regarding the longitudinal coherence length (in other words the monochromaticity of the radiation) the requirements may be more relaxed for certain experimental methods. We carried out tests to examine the influence of energy bandwidth on image quality. We have explored two different broadband modalities. ‘Pink-beam’ includes few or one undulator harmonics by combining a low-pass mirror and a high-pass filter. Alternatively, moderate energy bandwidth is achieved with a multilayer monochromator. Both are briefly described in the following and the features of each are discussed.

The radiation generated by an undulator source comprises a series of intensity peaks as a function of X-ray photon energy, called undulator harmonics (see figure 1, yellow line). Each harmonic typically has a bandwidth of a few percent, and the separation of the harmonics increases as energy of the electron storage ring is increased. At high-energy storage rings single harmonics can be filtered out by a band-pass using X-ray filters and a reflecting X-ray mirror [6]. The filter cancels lower photon energies, filter materials require a reasonable thermal conductivity to withstand the heat load. Typical materials used are carbon and aluminium for broadband filtering, or silver, molybdenum and palladium for selective filtering around their absorption edges. Some filters help to single out a particular harmonic with an absorption edge in the vicinity of the harmonic. Higher photon energies are rejected by a

![Figure 1: Simulated pink-beam spectrum for Diamond-Manchester Imaging Branchline (simulation M. Storm). Undulator spectrum in yellow, transmitted harmonic in red, mirror reflectivity in purple, filter transmission in blue.](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie)
reflective mirror: for X-rays the reflective angles are shallow and the cut-off energy can be modulated by the incident angle of the X-rays onto the mirror or by the mirror coating material (typically ruthenium or platinum). Overall the method is relatively simple and efficient. The filter structure and impurity/degradation traces on the mirror combined with position instabilities are the main contributing factor to the degradation of the beam quality/coherence. Additional structures in the beam profile can be corrected while the profile itself is stable over time.

2.2 Multilayer monochromator

Multilayer monochromators (MLMs) are used for other synchrotron radiation sources including wigglers and bending magnets. MLMs typically provide an energy bandwidth \( \Delta E/E \) of about 10^{-2}, which corresponds approximately to the energy bandwidth of an undulator harmonic. The multilayer consists of a system of alternating high and low refractive index materials. In general a striped structure is added to the beam profile [7, 8]: difficult to correct when the monochromator is not stable. The central bandpass energy can be easily selected by tuning the Bragg angle.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Diamond-Manchester Imaging Branchline

The Diamond-Manchester Imaging Branchline contains three experimental setups for imaging in direct space: micro-tomography with in-line phase contrast, grating interferometry and a full-field microscope.

3.1.1 Micro-tomography setup

The micro-tomography setup on the Imaging Branch is operated mostly in pink-beam mode, typically with an undulator gap down to 5 mm and a combination of 1.3 mm glassy carbon and 2-3 mm aluminum filters. When operating at higher photon energies (above 25 keV) about 100 \( \mu \)m steel is added to the filter stack. Structures with weak absorption contrast are enhanced by increasing the distance between sample and detector. Performing phase retrieval with the Paganin filter for example, assumes an average photon energy. A typical example for an operando experiment recorded with pink beam is shown in figure 2. The study concerns multiphase flow reactive transport processes during injection of supercritical CO2, with the aim of obtaining a better understanding of the storage of CO2 in sandstone in the presence of brine [9-13]. The study revealed new mechanisms, namely a snap-off of brine connectivity under high-loading conditions.

![Figure 2: Imaging of dissolving CO2 in a sandstone-brine matrix with pink-beam. Left: Reactor to mix components. Right: Drainage of the brine by CO2. The CO2 (yellow) expands to new areas (blue) and recesses partially (red). Some CO2 volumes are snapped-off [9-13].](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie)

3.1.2 Grating interferometer

Grating interferometry resolves structures spatially, similar to in-line phase contrast imaging, on the micrometer scale [14, 15]. The method provides additional information channels such as phase shift and small angle scattering. The phase signal provides higher sensitivity than absorption and data can be segmented with more ease [16-19].

The small angle scattering (dark-field) signal is explored for distinguishing materials of similar refractive index but different structure on the nano and Angstrom length scales. While in-line phase contrast identifies defined objects,
small angle scattering in general is sensitive to electronic fluctuations before the formation of a separate phase happens. This is in particular interesting when observing phase separations or the crystallization in materials and processes proceeding a phase transition. In our most recent work we studied the formation of crystals using pink beam. The requirements regarding the energy bandwidth for grating interferometry are moderate and the influence has been tested [20] using the energy spectrum as shown in figure 1. The resulting exposure times are about 5 ms and, with a single grating geometry, time-resolved data can be recorded without any additional scanning.

Figure 3 shows a first result from a study of anti-solvent crystallization studies of lovastatin (in water acetone solution) with anti-solvent of water. The mixing zone is in the centre of the image, details about the geometry of the experimental setup can be found elsewhere [20]. The image series of the dark-field and also of the phase shift channel reveal the moment preceding the crystallization in a specific zone. The experiment was carried out at an average photon energy of about 19 keV, the exposure time per image was 5 ms and the whole process was recorded over 7 sec. The results are important for the pharmaceutical industry in understanding the formation of basic medication components.

![Image of transmission, differential phase, and dark-field images](image-url)

Figure 3: Single exposure during the crystallization process of a water-acetone mix. In the dark-field image (right side) the formation of crystals can be anticipated, the crystals will be deposited in a thin film growth.

### 3.1.3 Transmission X-ray microscope

The transmission X-ray microscope (TXM) at the I13 beamline is designed to explore spatial resolutions below 100 nm in direct space [21-23]. The X-ray microscope consists of similar elements as a visible light microscope. The condenser optic illuminates the sample and matches the numerical aperture of the objective for optimal contrast. The objective lens projects the magnified image of the sample onto the detector. Optical schemes known from visible light microscopy, such as the Zernike phase contrast, are adaptable to X-rays. For the I13 microscope a ‘beam-shaper’ is used as condenser optic [24] to achieve a field of view to about 50-100 µm side length. The beam-shaper pattern is specifically designed for a modified illumination scheme in Zernike phase contrast. The objective lenses are optimized for the energy range between 8-13 keV and their resolution limit is 60 nm.

The optimal energy bandwidth for the microscope is inversely proportional to the number of zones (N) in the objective zone plate: \( \Delta E/E \sim 1/N \). A zone plate with 500 zones should therefore have an energy bandwidth of 2x10^{-3}. Note that the energy bandwidth of a monochromator with Si(111) crystals is typically 10^{-4}. We examined experimentally the influence of energy bandwidth on the image quality, using different stripes of the multilayer monochromator. In figure 4, a TXM comparison between a 1% (Mo/B_4C system) and 5% (Ru/B_4C system) energy bandwidth is shown. For the latter the full undulator harmonic intensity is transmitted (which is typically 2-3%). For resolving 100 nm structures the energy bandwidth needs to be restricted to below 1%. The exposure times for the microscope have been reduced from minutes per projection to below one second, mainly due to the increased flux by the multilayer monochromator and the use of a Hamamatsu C12849-101U, a CMOS camera with a 10 µm Gadox scintillation screen. The flux on the microscope can be further increased by some adaptations of the beamline optics. Tomographic scans can now be carried out within some minutes. In-situ and operando investigations can be carried out. The deterioration of photonic crystals under thermal treatment has been studied. More recently a dedicated sample environment has been developed to study the corrosion of a carbon steel in an aggressive environment, which is important for the petrol industry.
A 40 µm thick X65 steel rod was exposed over two days to a CO₂ saturated emulsion at 80 °C with various flow rates, observing the development of the corroded layer (see figure 5).

3.2 The Coherence Branchline

The Coherence Branchline hosts ptychography and Bragg-CDI as the main user experiments and offers the possibility of carrying out bespoke instrumentation experiments requiring large coherence lengths. 3-D information is recoded at the nanoscale using ptychography in a similar fashion to micro-tomography, but where each projection is reconstructed from a 2D scan. As well as high resolution structural information in the transmission mode, the Bragg modalities also reveal highly sensitive strain information, where the sample is scanned around the Bragg peak.

3.2.1 Ptychography and Bragg-CDI

Recording ptych-tomographic data takes currently about 10 hours, scanning the sample across a pencil beam with a rate of some tens Hz, covering an area of about 3 µm²s⁻¹. It is also possible to perform ptychography in pink beam configuration [25-27]. For data reconstruction the energy components are multiplexed and deconvoluted into different modes [26, 28, 29]. More recently it has been demonstrated that exploiting pink beam ptychography at I13 will allow for recording speeds of 10 kHz [27]. Currently software, scanning capabilities and detectors are upgraded to explore the opportunity, and today we achieve an acquisition rate of 800 Hz in fly-scan mode, scanning 200 µm²s⁻¹. Online and offline reconstructions are performed by PtyREX [2], the in-house developed software for ptychographic imaging taking into account the polychromaticity of the radiation spectrum and refining the sample positions in fly-scans. The most recent progress will reduce ptycho-tomography scanning times below an hour and larger amounts of samples will be scanned. We look forward to performing science on similar timescales as on the Imaging Branchline. For
imaging with Bragg-CDI, exclusively the Si (111) monochromator was used (pink-beam scheme does not apply). Typical Bragg-CDI scans vary between 5 to 20 hours of total scanning time.

Figure 6 shows typical examples for research performed on batteries using ptycho-tomography and Bragg-ptychography. The left figure shows a volume rendered from ptycho-tomographic data of one of the electrodes from a Samsung S7 battery. These batteries were reported for several failures resulting in device fires and were investigated by WMG as part of a battery forensic case study. The example on the right side shows a pre-study for imaging the phase changes of a single graphite particle of a Li-Ion anode during lithium intercalation in the crystal structure.

4. SUMMARY

We provided examples of multi-scale research at I13L with micro- and nano-resolution. When working with energy bandwidth of $\Delta E/E = 10^{-2}$ or pink beam, the recording time is significantly reduced which is important for in-situ and operando studies. While the feasibility of imaging with extended energy bandwidth has been tested for all methods at I13L, the instrumentation on the Coherence Branch is being developed to make full use of the potential capabilities. In future we expect to provide experimental capabilities for a complementary user program across both branchlines, covering resolutions from the nano- to the micron-range for samples between 100 µm to mm size.
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